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AN ORGANISATION THAT SCALES
Talk length: 60 minute or 45 minute keynote speech
Key points:
•

Defining what culture truly is and why in the 21 st century it's the most important
consideration for organisational leaders.

•

Why organisations hit growth barriers and how culture allows companies to scale
faster and easier?

•

The key components of an organisational purpose (the foundation of culture) and
how to go about codifying organisational purpose.

•

The 5 dysfunctional behaviours of team and how to avoid them to build a thriving
culture.

•

How to walk the talk and ensure all your communication and interactions reinforce
your purpose to build authentic culture.

•

How poorly thought out policies and procedures can impact and undermine creating
culture and how to bake in culture to your policies and procedures.

•

Full with inspiring stories and challenging examples of organisations building
fantastic cultures and the impact it has on those businesses.

Price: (excluding pre-agreed expenses)
•

Keynote speech + 1 day workshop = £4,785

•

Keynote speech £2,550

Synopsis:
How does Google get people begging and competing to work there? How does Apple get
their customers to sell their products for them and talk about them all the time? Or
imagine every one of YOUR employees going to work excited and energised by what they
do. Bringing their 'A' game, solving problems, hitting deadlines, going the extra mile. How
would that change your organisation?
Most business are smart organisations – they have effective strategy, marketing, financial
controls and technology infrastructure. Very few medium to large organisations are
'healthy' – minimal politics, clarity of goals throughout the organisation, high morale, nearly
zero staff turnover, high productivity.
In today’s world of competitive business, being healthy is the main thing that will give
businesses the edge over their competitors and make them stand out. And being healthy
comes from deliberately building the right culture.
A ten year study, completed in '92, showed that companies with a defined culture that
highly values employees, customers and encourages leadership from everyone increases
revenue by over 700%. Conversely, a GALLUP poll from a few years ago shows that over
70% of employees are disengaged and unproductive, which costs a business £2200 per
person per year (That's £80Bn a year UK wide).
Every organisation has a culture, whether it is explicitly articulated or organically develops
over time, every organisation has a set of rules and values that influence and define the
way people behave. It affects every part of your organisation from the meetings to the
décor, from the people you hire to the profits you make, yet so few organisations spend
any time defining and articulating it.
The Culture Guy has developed a framework called the One Framework over the course
of a decade studying organisations and the good news is that it is a straightforward
framework that anyone can follow. The less good news is that while it is simple to
understand the framework, it is not easy to implement. That's why so few organisations
actually manage to do it. It takes determination, commitment, hard work and
perseverance, sometimes against vocal opposition. But, it is entirely possible to build a
culture without politics and hidden agendas. A culture where teams are massively high
performing and take so little management you won't know what to do with your time. It is
absolutely possible to build a thriving culture that not only improves the lives of employees
but also improves the profits of the business.
This session covers the 'whys' and the 'hows' of being deliberate in building a culture of
success.
And there is a bonus….if enough organisations start to do it, then perhaps every person
can go home from work happy, fulfilled, satisfied and full of joy. How would that impact,
families, communities, society? The mood of the nation would be transformed.

Testimonials:
“I invited Ben to speak at the SDI 2019, annual conference and he was
enthusiastic, professional and easy to work with right from the beginning. Ben
really got stuck in by sharing blogs and social media posts about his session
prior to the conference. His session at the conference was well attended and
the feedback I received from attendees was super! I think culture hits the nail on
the head for anyone who works in a team, across all industries. Thanks Ben it
was great meeting you and I would love to work with you again in the future.”
Hollie Etheridge, SDI Conference, The Service Desk Institute.
“We worked with Ben over the course of several months and saw exponential
change in our company in many ways. The ideas he brought were easily
implemented and created immediate changes for the better. Six months ago,
company culture was not even ranked in reasons to work at our company, and
in the most recent review, it was nearly unanimous that company culture was
now the best reason. Not only that, but we are on track to have our best quarter
and month in the six years since our company was founded, all this immediately
following our work with Ben. Chance? I think not. This guy knows what he is
talking about.”
Andrew White, Business Development at PCR.
About The Culture Guy:
Ben has a obsession to inspire, motivate, excite and challenge organisations to be brilliant.
He wants to encourage business to be built on a foundation of inspiring mission, honest
core values and an audacious vision.
Ben Drury is an entrepreneur and trained social worker. He understands people and
cultures and is a dynamic, entertaining and innovative speaker, who has honed his skills
during 15 years involvement writing, directing and performing in stage productions. He has
worked touring with theatre companies, writing and directing stage productions, developing
and delivering leadership training courses, building and leading small businesses, creating
web applications and developing social media strategies.
He is a published author and a consultant helping organisations build effective cultures.
He now lives in the North East with his wife and three children, coaching, writing,
speaking, coding, and watching rugby and the NFL!
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